
Domestic plastics recycling capacity is expanding
Posted on  February 18, 2020

by Colin Staub

Recycling operations across North America are adding additional processing capacity, taking in a growing amount of material displaced by export market
upheavals.

To keep up with the evolving domestic market landscape, Plastics Recycling Update is charting the processing capacity growth in an online map.

This tool covers expansions that were announced or completed starting in 2017, when unprecedented turbulence hit the U.S. scrap plastics processing
industry. It draws information from our previous reporting, other news sources and a recent list published by the Northeast Recycling Council.

Each point on the map includes additional details about the project where available, as well as links to more information.

The map will be periodically updated as additional projects are announced.
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More stories about markets

HDPE prices fall from record highs
US and Canada to add major processing capacity
China turns its focus to domestic plastic waste
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Leaders gather as the sector transforms
Can credit trading drive dollars to plastics recovery?
Recycled-content bill advances in one state legislature
Attractive innovation: Magnets help on bottle recycling obstacle
Q&A: Goal oriented
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